ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE GRADES P-12 ENDORSEMENT (Certification Only (18))

1) The curriculum contract for the endorsement only does not identify the admission requirements of 16 KAR 5:020 (2.75 or 3.0 GPA, 4Cs, Code of Ethics).
   Added/corrected admission requirements on ESL certification only contract

   Clarify the statement right above the signature line that references “add LBD P-12.”
   Corrected “add LBD” to read “add ESL”

   The Praxis test number and passing score identified on the contract are inaccurate.
   Changed Praxis exam to #5362 on ESL certification only contract

2) The curriculum contract for the MATL program does not include all the admission criteria: GPA incorrect (2.75 instead of 2.5) and 4Cs not clearly identified.
   Added/corrected admission requirements on MATL with ESL contract

   The Praxis test number and passing score identified on the contract are inaccurate.
   Changed Praxis exam to #5362 on MATL with ESL contract